We investigate non-linear forced oscillations of sagged inclined cables under planar 1:1 internal resonance at avoidance. To account for frequency avoidance phenomena and associated hybrid modes actually distinguishing inclined cables from horizontal cables, asymmetric inclined static configurations are considered. Emphasis is placed on highlighting nearly tuned 1:1 resonant interactions involving coupled hybrid modes. The inclined cable is subjected to a uniformlydistributed vertical harmonic excitation at primary resonance of a high-frequency mode.
INTRODUCTION
Arbitrarily inclined and sagged cables are found in many engineering applications, often also integrated into large structures for specific purposes. Offshore marine cables, cable-stayed bridges, commuter cable-car networks, cable ski lifts and overhead transmission conductors are a few examples. Unfortunately, highly flexible cables exhibit inherently low structural damping; therefore external disturbances may easily cause a number of unexpected non-linear dynamic phenomena entailing cable vibration-induced problems. Therefore, dynamics engineers are often confronted with difficulties pertinent to such time-dependent circumstances.
Generally speaking, the great majority of research literature on non-linear vibrations of suspended cables deals with parabolic horizontal [1] or nearly taut -typically symmetricinclined cables [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In numerous applications, however, this is not the case as cables can be suspended over great distances, thereby experiencing significant sags as well as different support levels. Hence, sagged asymmetric inclined cables are encountered. As a matter of fact, little attention has been paid to both the theoretical modeling and dynamic behavior of inclined cables.
Large-amplitude planar/non-planar free vibrations of horizontal/inclined cables have been numerically studied by Takahashi and Konishi [7] and Srinil et al. [8, 9] , with 1:1 or 2:1 internal resonance effects being highlighted in the latter. Recently, based on a general kinematic condensation-free modeling, non-linear finite-amplitude free dynamics of horizontal/inclined cables have been analytically characterized and compared [10, 11] , focusing on planar 2:1 resonances existing away from frequency crossover [12] and avoidance [13] [14] [15] regions in the associated frequency spectra.
The main objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of system asymmetry due to sagged inclined configurations on non-linear planar forced oscillations of inclined cables.
Particular attention is placed on hybrid modal interactions due to a nearly-tuned 1:1 internal resonance of avoided-crossing (veering) frequencies. From both a theoretical and practical viewpoint, frequency avoidance phenomena -together with the coexisting hybrid modes -are actually concerned with planar dynamics, distinguishing inclined cables from horizontal cables that exhibit crossover phenomena of symmetric/anti-symmetric frequencies. Experimental investigations have also evidenced the occurrence of frequency avoidance [16, 17] , hybrid modes and specific features of modal interactions in inclined cables [17] . Within the framework of vibration suppression, Xu and Yu [18] have found that frequency avoidance may cause a dramatic reduction in modal damping ratios supplied by external dampers locally attached to inclined stay cables. On the contrary, the mode localization theory -which is associated with frequency avoidance -may be somehow applied to realize a passive control of vibration propagation in structures [19] . This disadvantageous/advantageous relevance is the reason why it is of great practical significance to fully understand the non-linear forced dynamic behavior of avoidance cables, with respect to the well-known crossover cables [1] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the approximate planar model of an elastic inclined cable and the associated non-linear equations of motion accounting for overall displacement coupling and dynamic extensibility [10] . The key solution of sagged inclined configurations, based on a cubic space polynomial, is underlined, since it entails the system asymmetry from which linear frequency avoidances and associated hybrid modes are originated.
Based on a multi-mode Galerkin discretization and a second-order multiple scales approach, coupled amplitude-dependent solution due to primary external and 1:1 internal resonances is summarized in Sect. 3. Depending on the elasto-geometric parameter, significant contributions of hybrid or asymmetric, also non-resonant, modes associated with quadratic nonlinearities are discussed in Sect. 4 for different avoidance cables. By means of frequency-and force-response diagrams, local bifurcation studies of steady-and dynamic-state solutions are performed in Sect. 5 , showing the influence of system parameters on resonant dynamics. Several meaningful nonlinear phenomena are highlighted via direct numerical integrations of modulation equations, and the space-time varying distributions of non-linear dynamic displacement and tension are examined. The paper ends with some concluding remarks.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
In a fixed Cartesian co-ordinate system, Figure 1a displays an elastic simply-supported suspended cable with arbitrary angle θ of inclination. Keeping the horizontal span X H fixed, the vertical span Y H is varied to attain a desired inclination, and the horizontal component H of cable static tension is adjusted to attain a desired cable sag value d. The planar static configuration y(x)
is attained under influence of gravity g, with x being the space variable, whereas the coupled planar dynamics are described by the horizontal u and vertical v displacements measured from the static equilibrium at point x and time t. Here, the cable is driven by a uniformly-distributed vertical harmonic excitation, i.e., F(x, t) = FcosΩt, with F and Ω being the amplitude and frequency of excitation, respectively. In the following, a prime (dot) expresses differentiation with respect to x (t). To facilitate the parametric study, the following dimensionless variables are introduced:
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in which E is the Young's Modulus, A the uniform circular cross-sectional area, w C the selfweight per unit unstretched length, c the coefficient of linear viscous damping. Based on the assumptions of small axial deformation and moderately large vibration amplitudes, the extensional space-time dependent axial strain, neglecting the effects of torsional, flexural and shear rigidities, is expressed, through the Lagrangian approximation, as [10] ( ) 22 2 
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Due to the strain energy of cable non-linear stretching, the approximate non-linear partial differential equations describing forced damped planar vibration of inclined cables read [10] ( . Zero displacements at boundaries are considered and the tilde notation is omitted for brevity. Accounting for overall inertia effect [20] , this system -besides revealing geometrically quadratic and cubic nonlinearities due to cable sag and axial stretching -explicitly captures the interaction of u and v dynamic amplitudes.
Solving the relevant static problem with moderate sag assumption [10] , the key closed-form solution for static inclined configuration -that is, in non-dimensional form y = tanθ + z -is obtained, up to cubic order of x, through [12] ( ) Based on assumed sine-based series, the linear eigenvalue problem of free undamped motion of Eqs. (3)- (4) is solved by the Galerkin method, yielding system eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions of coupled u and v displacements [10] which depend on the elasto-geometric inclined cable parameter [13, 14] ( ) 2 23 cos
where S is the cable equilibrium length and T a the static tension at the cable point where the local inclination angle is approximately equal to θ.
In Fig.1b , frequency avoidance phenomena are illustrated by loci of the lowest four planar frequencies plotted versus λ/π for the inclined cable with θ = 30 o . It is seen that, as λ/π (as well as cable sag) slowly increases, two loci progressively approach each other at λ/π ≈ 2, 4 and so on, thereafter abruptly diverging from each other. The coexisting (r, s) modal shapes are essentially hybrid (asymmetric) at avoidances due to a mixture of symmetric/anti-symmetric modes, as exemplified in Fig.2 for θ = 30 o and 45 o . According to linear theory, dynamic tensions of such hybrid modes are substantially high [14] , in contrast with the corresponding crossover cables which exhibit trivial (non-trivial) dynamic tensions of the coexisting anti-symmetric (symmetric) modes [12] . To describe sensitivity to system asymmetry, the nearness to avoidedcrossing frequencies is achieved by varying the non-zero detuning parameter governing the 1:1 resonance (see Sect. 5).
To analytically treat the temporal problem, Eqs. (3) and (4) are cast in state-space (first-order)
form [21] . By accounting for the orthonormality properties of linear eigenfunctions, the derived equations are projected onto the infinite-dimensional eigenbasis by letting 11 , , σ, in which σ f and σ are external and internal detuning parameters, respectively. Here, the external resonance of a high-frequency s mode is considered, whereas a low-frequency r mode is internally excited. It is worth noting that around avoidance it is always σ > 0 since ω s > ω r (Fig.1b) . This is in contrast with cables at crossovers where σ may change sign when considering primary resonance of a symmetric mode.
Following Srinil and Rega [20] (11) (12) (13) (14) in which γ r = (σ f +σ)t -β r , γ s = σ f t -β s , and ∆ = γ r -γ s . In turn, the second-order non-linear interaction coefficients -accounting for infinite-dimensional series of resonant (quadratic/cubic) and non-resonant (quadratic) modes (nonlinearities), governing the internal resonance activation (i.e., K 1-3 ) and controlling the solution convergence [20, 21] (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) Due to non-linear orthogonality of symmetric/anti-symmetric eigenfunctions, all quadratic and cubic coefficients embedded in K 1 and K 2 systematically vanish for crossover cables [20] , whereas they exist for avoidance cables involving hybrid (asymmetric) eigenfunctions. In spite of this difference, (nearly tuned) 1:1 resonances are activable near both crossovers and avoidances due to the non-trivial K 3 and K 1-3 , respectively.
In view of system Eqs. (11)- (14) and (15)- (19), it is worth drawing a general description of possible 1:1 resonant solutions for inclined (avoidance) vs. horizontal (crossover) cables, in comparison with other planar internal resonance cases governed by the corresponding modulation equations [20] [21] [22] . Depending on the cable parameter λ/π (Eq. 6), the activated (1:1, 2:1, 3:1) internal resonance and the primary resonance of either a high-frequency (s) or lowfrequency (r) mode, comparison of uncoupled-mode (UC) or coupled-mode (C) solutions for different (non-) crossover/avoidance cables is summarized in Table 1 . Whilst both UC and C solutions coexist for 1:1 resonant crossover cables (since K 1 , K 2 = 0), only C solution exists for avoidance cables (since K 1-3 ≠ 0), actually regardless of the mode being directly excited. This is in agreement with the analysis of other asymmetric systems [24] . As for 2:1 [20] and 3:1 [22] resonances, both horizontal/inclined cables exhibit UC and C (only C) solutions when directly exciting a high-frequency (low-frequency) mode. This implies that 2:1 and 3:1 (1:1) solution kinds do (do not) depend on the mode being directly excited, while they do not (do) depend on the cable geometry being symmetric or asymmetric.
Thus, the modification from crossover to avoidance -as well as from purely symmetric/antisymmetric to hybrid modes -in linear dynamics significantly makes planar 1:1 resonant forced non-linear dynamics of inclined (asymmetric) cables different from horizontal (symmetric)
cables. This is a major reason why investigating 1:1 resonant avoidance cables versus 1:1 resonant crossover cables is of theoretical and practical significance.
Mention must be made that if one considers inclined -but still parabolic or symmetriccables exhibiting symmetric/anti-symmetric modes, like done -to the best of our knowledge -in all previous analytical studies [e.g., 2-5], one would obtain the same solution classes as of horizontal cables, which also include the theoretically unrealizable UC solutions. Nonetheless, actual activation of also a non-planar internal resonance to be analyzed with the full 3-D model [10] may occur near avoidances (crossovers). Involving an out-of-plane mode, it would entail a more general classification of non-planar vs. planar solutions than that in Table 1 . Yet, this is beyond the scope of this paper, where dealing with only the constrained planar model is sufficient to extract the substantially planar different features of horizontal and inclined cables.
To deal with stability issue, it is preferable to consider the Cartesian-form modulation equations, in place of Eqs. (11)- (14) . By introducing the transformations 22 
Both fixed-point (equilibrium) and dynamic (limit cycles) responses can be evaluated based on this four-dimensional coupled system. Accounting for the multimode expansion, the spacetime varying coupled forced dynamic configurations associated with the u (J=1) or v (J=2) displacement component of a 1:1 resonant inclined cable are expressed, up to second order, as [20] ( ) ( 
in which the pertinent second-order coefficients, governing spatial displacement corrections due to quadratic non-linear effects of all resonant/non-resonant modes, are given by () () 
CABLE PARAMETERS AND INTERACTION COEFFICIENTS
Because the gap between the two avoided-crossing frequencies in cable spectrum increases at higher avoidance (i.e., at higher sag range) for a fixed inclination θ (see Table   2 , whereas the corresponding orthonormalized (u, v) shape functions are depicted in Fig.2 .
The monochrome bar charts in Fig.3 As a matter of fact, each quadratic modal contribution, which gives rise to either a positive or negative coefficient correction, depends on overall contributions of (i) elasto-geometric parameter and static configuration, (ii) modal characteristics of horizontal/vertical displacements (e.g., Fig.2 ), and (iii) system frequency commensurability [11] . Some or all of these factors also affect the outcomes of cubic coefficients embedded in Eqs. (15)- (19) and second-order shape functions given by Eq. (25) . For θ = 30 o , the second-avoidance cable which involves higherorder (r = 3, s = 4) hybrid modes requires a higher order modal truncation (up to m ≈ 9) in Fig.3c , than the first-avoidance cable in Fig.3a (up to m ≈ 5), due to the increased sag effect [11] .
In contrast with a 1:1 resonant first-crossover cable whose non-trivial contributions of non- and higher-order modes in Fig.3c for the second-avoidance cable.
In Table 3 , overall comparison of the effective coefficients reveals quantitative as well as qualitative differences in the non-linear contributions (values and/or sign) to different avoidance inclined cables. This circumstance affects in a variable way the ensuing non-linear dynamics and stability under given control parameters, as highlighted in the following.
NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC RESPONSES AND PHENOMENA
Using the continuation technique [23] , within a small incremental and adaptive step-size, the stability of fixed points is examined based on eigenvalues of the relevant 4x4 Jacobian matrix, whereas that of limit cycles is based on 
Bifurcation Analysis with Influence of Parameters
With θ = 30 o , σ = .04 and F = .002, Fig.4 compares frequency-response curves of a r and a
Periodic, Quasi-Periodic and Chaotic Responses
Direct numerical integration results -validating the continuation prediction and showing rich non-linear dynamics after HF and PD bifurcations -are now presented. Along the branch starting from HF 2 in Figs.5c and 5d , a sequence of PD responses leading to chaos is highlighted by the p r -q r phase portraits in Fig.8 , where σ f is slowly decreased (σ f = .025→.02235) with fixed initial conditions corresponding to the PD 2 solution at σ f =.02357, i.e., (p r , q r , p s , q s ) = (-.0013251,
-.0002848, .00113897, .00077433). It is seen that as the limit cycle (Fig.8a ) experiences twocycle (Fig.8b) , four-cycle (Fig.8c ) and multiple-cycle (Fig.8d) closed loops generated by consecutive PD bifurcations, the last trajectory undergoes a chaotically-modulated response at σ f = .0225 ( Qualitative differences occur regarding the route to chaos when continuing the dynamic solution from HF 3 of B2 branch in Figs.5c and 5d. Since neither fixed point nor periodic stable solutions take place in the region between PD 3 (σ f = .00269) and the saddle node (SN*,σ f = .01032) of B1 branch, one would expect either quasi-periodic or aperiodic response, depending on initial conditions. By initiating with the PD 3 solution (p r , q r , p s , q s ) = (.0001610, .0005058, -.0027938, .0014901) and slowly increasing σ f towards σ f ≈ .0035, the ensuing non-linear time (p-q) histories exhibit intermittently chaotic outbursts, as shown in Fig.10 . Thus, the PD 3 bifurcation may be of sub-critical type, and the ensuing intermittency may be of type III (on-off intermittency) [25] . Applying the same initial conditions and varying σ f further, the non-linear dynamics may be quasi-periodic as well as chaotic. The occurrence of quasi-periodic motion is exemplified by the time histories and Poincarè map of a r -a s amplitudes in Fig.11 for σ f = .006. Fig.12a illustrates how, when period doubling takes place, the dominant sharp peak and its sub-harmonics simultaneously occur along with their integer multiples, justifying the multiple closed-loop orbit in Fig.8d . On the contrary, due to chaoticallymodulated oscillations (Figs.8e, 9 ), the PSDs of Figs.12b and 12c highlight a major spike associated with the excitation frequency and many side-banding components distributed continuously over a broad frequency band with high density. Differently, the PSD of Fig.12d exhibits many harmonics whose frequencies are not commensurate in perfectly integer ratios, e.g., one being 1.33 between the first two dominant (high-and low-frequency) peaks. This confirms how the response in Fig.11 is quasi-periodic.
Dynamic insight into 1:1 resonant interactions are now discussed through the force-response diagrams in Fig.7 . No chaotic motion is found when varying F for σ = .04. In other words, either periodic or quasi-periodic response with variable time-modulated amplitudes and phases is attained. On the other hand, for σ = .08, the chaotic vibration is found in the range between the two PD bifurcations. With initial conditions of the first PD (F = .002), i. Fig.13e shows the chaotic response at F = .003 whose non-periodic amplitudes are significantly large. Thus, one must worry about substantial induced dynamic tensions in the cable. When increasing F, another crisis may occur prior to F=.006378
corresponding to the second PD, with the chaotic response becoming quasi-periodic, see, e.g. Fig.13f for F=.0055, since no stable fixed point coexists (Fig.6 ).
The coexistence of slightly different attractors at a given value of F is highlighted in Fig.14 through p s -q s phase planes (Figs.14a, 14b ) and ensuing Poincarè a r -a s sections (Figs.14c, 14d ).
With (Fig.14c ) exhibits a three closed-loop orbit, that of the latter (Fig.14d) provides a single closed-loop one. The relevant PSD of q s in Figs.15a (I) and 15b (II) show two dominantly incommensurate frequencies, highlighting how they are both quasi-periodic. Yet, the former reveals also the sub-harmonic components of the three closed-loop orbit in Fig.14c .
Non-linear Dynamic Displacements and Tensions
Space-time distributions governing steady and chaotically-modulated dynamic displacements and tensions due to 1:1 resonant interactions are now highlighted. Depending on the obtained amplitudes (a r , a s ) and phases (γ r , γ s ), the second-order (u, v) coupled dynamic deflections are Depending on resonant amplitudes, non-linear dynamic displacements and tensions illustrate the predominance of either the indirectly-or directly-excited asymmetric mode, along with some higher-order spatial corrections. Spatial dynamic deflections associated with chaotically resonant vibrations exhibit multi-mode features with significant time-varying amplitudes. As a result, the chaotic dynamics are endowed with remarkable asymmetry of spatially non-uniform, strongly time-varying, tensile/compressive dynamic tensions. Force-response diagrams and bifurcations of inclined cables with σ f = 0: influence of θ and σ. 
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